
IIt takes a special type of 
 person to look at a building slated for 
demolition – big or small, residential, 
commercial or industrial – and see its 
potential for new life as a series of smaller 
items or projects. Luckily, the team at The 
Timeless Material Co. in Waterloo is filled 
with just the right balance of these types 
of imaginations.

“We can see the potential in what a lot 
of people throw away,” says Store Manager 
Tiffany MacKinnon. 

Take a stroll through the soaring piles of 
reclaimed wood in the yard, and you can’t 
help but wonder what the back story on 
each pile might be. One pallet could hold 
local barnboard while another could carry 
remnants over 100 years old from a nearby 
church. No matter where the materials are 
from, everything has been salvaged from 
another building. Everything has a story to 
tell – and more life left to give.

Head inside the converted 1868 barn 
that’s now the store and showroom, and 
your mind will be absolutely reeling. Besides 
more quality reclaimed wood and building 
components, including live-edge boards, 
a wide selection of flooring, mantels and 
architectural accents, many pieces have been 
refinished and repurposed.

Walls, floors and fabulous finds from 
factories, landmark commercial buildings, 
homes, barns and more – you name it – The 
Timeless Material Co. has reclaimed it. 
Best of all, most items are from storied local 
establishments. Whether they’re boot forms 
from the Kaufman Footwear company serving 
as the “feet” on a bench, furniture made 
from the burnt beams pulled from the St. 
Jacobs Market fire in 2013, signs that once 
hung over the doors at local restaurants or 
businesses now closed, stepping into The 
Timeless Material Co. can be a little bit like 
stepping back in time.

But the friendly staff here will help bring 
you back to present day and tackle any project 
you have in mind, big or small.

Their sister company, Kieswetter 
Demolition Inc., carefully salvages material 
from sites around the region (and beyond). 
Then, The Timeless Material Co. reimagines it 
or cleans it up for someone else to repurpose 
and tailor to a specific home.

“Timeless was a natural progression of the 
Kieswetter family not wanting to waste,” says 
MacKinnon. “They wanted to save as much 
as they could from the landfill.” According 
to MacKinnon, The Timeless Material Co. 
estimates it saves about 70 tons of material 
from the landfill each year.

Working with mill shops, architects, 
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builders and retail consumers alike, they have 
extensive stock, and can help with any project. 
They also offer other products, such as Farrow 
& Ball paint, to help you complete your look.

“We can really do a lot for people,” says 
MacKinnon. “We can help everyone from 
the DIY-er to someone who is building from 
scratch and wants to have a new house with 
lots more character than just four walls. 
Many of our customers are also people 
with older homes who are trying to keep a 
particular character.”

Their reach extends beyond homes, too. 
“We supply very large quantities of flooring, 
cladding, timbers, finished components – 
shelving, tables, tabletops, bar tops, counters, 
island tops, mantels and the list goes on – to 

large companies in many different industries,” 
says MacKinnon. “This includes restaurant 
and hospitality, retail (clothing, coffee, 
cosmetic, quick-food), multi-national grocers, 
new home building and commercial office 
buildings and spaces.”

The barn-turned-store, which was on 
its own at the north-east side of Waterloo, 
is now “the country feel in the middle of 
everything,” says Gerry Kieswetter, Sales 
Manager at Timeless – and who MacKinnon 
calls “the most familiar face” around the 
business. He’s been involved since day one. 
Kieswetter says he loves the cross-section 
of business, residential and industrial 
that has filled in around the barn as the 
area has changed. 

And change is what it’s all about. The 
Timeless team recently took down an 1850s 
church in Mitchell so they now have wood, 
benches and stained glass windows all from 
the same building on offer. Tour through 
the barn and you’ll also find hardware, light 
fixtures, masonry, doors, bread pans from 
Weston’s bakery and other fantastic finds 
that will make you want to find a place for 
them in your home.

The Timeless Material Co. has saved these 
items from disappearing forever. Now it’s up 
to the rest of us to take them home and love 
them again as something new. 

Where: 305 Northfield Dr. E., Waterloo  
519.883.8683 | timelessmaterials.com   OH
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